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Dear Peter,

Advertising has been called a science, a medium of communication employing a
rigorous system of statistics, demography and other objective research methods
to determine campaign rationales and marketing strategies. Advertising has also
been termed an art, infused with the vocabularies and methodologies of art and
design, the social sciences and psychology. Advertisino is both, a craft, an in-
exact discipline that melds hnalysis with intuition, information with innuendo,
fact with imagination, all to convince an audience that this ,roduct, this candidate,
this idea, is the right choice. Advertising is the business of persuasion.

Southeast sia has proved receptive to this type of persuasion. Every mem-
ber of the five-nation ASEAN coalition (Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand,
Indonesia and the Philippines) has a multi-million dollar advertising industry.
So does Hong Kong. With relative political stability, economic health and a grow-
ing middle class, the region is seen as one of the most potentially profitable in
the wor%d. Agencies ange from tiny, one-room paste-up shops that bill a few
thousand dollars a year to the glittering international chains like J. Walter
Thompson and Oil’j and _,ather, each ,ith hundreds of offices world-wide, thou-
sands of emnloyees and international billins that run into the billions lith
the proliferation of agencies and the increasing sophistication of local m=-keting
techniques and technologies, advertising has become a cultural and economic
force to reckon with.

Western agencies dominate the Southeast Asian advertising market. Leo
Burnett (referred to in the trade simply as Burnett), Ted Bates (Bates), McCann-
Erickson (McCann), SSC&B:Lintas (Lintas), Ogil and Mather (O&M), Young and
Rubicam (Y&R) and the venerable J. Walter Thompson (Thompson, or JWT), all have
offices throughout the region. Dentsu of Japan, the number one agency in the
World (a rating based on billings, some $3 billion in 1981) is also represented.
Though staffed by locals, the majority of these agencies still have foreign man-
agers and creative directors. Some local agencies have also followed suit. Ts, Wes-
terners and Western ideas of marketing and creative expression play a decisive
and continuing role in thegrowth and direction of the regional advertising indus-

try.

New multi-nationals enter this fray monthly, part of a worldwide expansion of
advertising out of the USA, Europe and Japan and into Latin America, Africa and Asia.

Bryn Barnard is an Institute Fellow studying visual communication in Southeast
Asia. His current interest is advertising.
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America, which represented three-quarters of the world’s advertising in 1950,
now accounts for only half. The percentage keeps dropping. Some extrapolators
expect a 200% increase in non-American advertising expenditures by 1990-$167
billion versus $55 billion today (US advertising expenditures are expected to rise
from today’s $55 billion to a mere $147 billion during the same period). Anx-
ious to cash in on this potential international goldmine, the multl-nationals
have peppered the globe with branch offices. Dentsu is typical of this trend:
41 offices in ll countries. Young and Rubicam has an even wider spread:126
offices in 34 countries. Other agencies are not far behind. Thoigh corporate
philosophies .differ, the belief underlying this expansion is. shared by all:despite
surface cultural differences, people everywhere are pretty much the same. Or as
Tony Perone, the American creative director of Lintas Hong Kong puts it: "If a
"housewife from Burma got together with a housewife from Connecticut, they might
be speaking different languages but they would be talking the same ideas." Thus,
with slight modifications in language, nuance and idiom, both can be persuaded
in much the same way.

Proponents of persuasion argue that advertising is .an essential, integral
component of a consumer society. Advertising informs as it persuades. Though
admittedly, much effort and money are spent on ads that tout one brand over
another, many also introduce new products, services and ideas. This, say the
ad aencies, is a Good Thing. Interpublic, parent company of the Lints, McCann
and Marschalk Campbell-Ewald chains is understandably adamant in support of the
business. A promotional pamphlet declares:

Advertising is inevitably linked with rising standards of liv-
ing. Advertising helps to bring about such rising standards and
continues to participate in the growth of consumer economies it
has helped to spur. Indeed, the extent of advertising is one
approximate measurement of the economic development" of a nation,
or a region.

David" Ogilry, founder of O&M and one of the doyens of the trade mounts
an even more forceful defense:

If you disapprove of social mobility, creature comforts and fo-
reign travel you are right to blame advertising for encourag-
ing such wickedness. If you dislike, affluent society, you are
right to blame advertising for inciting the masses to pursue it...
If you are this kind of Puritan, I cannot reason with you. I can
only call you a psychic masochist...I make no apology for inciting
the working class to desire less Spartan lives.

Though Oz:[].7’s colleagues and competitors tend to share these sentiments,
critics do not see advertising in such a rosy light. Citing examples of ex-

aggeration (what O.sil- himself criticizes as ’flatulent puffery’), false
promises and the subliminal verbal and visual messages that have been docu-
mented in past Western ads, opponents maintain that advertising is not merely
a business of persuasion, but of manipulation. This is a matter of some concern
to Southeast Asian governments. Inciting the masses is all very well, but when

those masses are illiterate, poor or unsophisticated the results can be disaster-

ous. Experiences in other developing regions lends credence to these fears. In
Africa, for example, advertising convinced peasant mothers to s..itch from breast-
feeding to infant formulas, though they had neither the income nor the knowledge
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of modern’41ygiene sufficient for-the task. Babies subjected to this d.anerous
regimen of watered-down formula (a week’s supply stretched -tO last a month) and
improperly steriliZed bottles soo sickened and died. Soft drink-fed "F.ant.a
babies" (after the Coca-Cola-produced drink of the same name) didn’t fare much
better. In both cases, the advertising was effective, but the audience was ill-
equipped to deal with the product.(Not all campaigns in the developing world
have had such notorious results, however. Advertising has been employed to in-
troduce tse-tse fly eradication techniques in Africa, encourage contrac.epti.on
in Thailand and stir..ulate blood donations in Hon ii[on,, with largely beneficia1
effects.

Moreover, advertising perpetuates cultural stereotypes. Most countries now
have their own versions of Western advertising characters:the housewife despair-
ing for a better, cup of coffee, a whiter, brighter wash, or cleaner floors; the
macho, beer-drinking worker; urbanized, hi.p .hildren. Such characters are effec-
tive marketing tools, identifiable reflections of the soceity at large (albeit
stilted ones), or what members of that society aspire to be. Governments, how-
ever, concerned with national unity, patriotism, traditional values and cultural
integrity, take issue with such role models, preferring moral, hardworking, con-
scientious, law-abiding ide’ypes. It is here that governments and ad agencies
most often differ, especially in Southeast Asia: governments view the media as
a propaganda vehicle, an inciter of the masses, a nation-building tool; ad agen-
cies, conversely see the media as a marketing vehicle and a profit-building tool.
Both try to persuade, but to different ends. Though Southeast Asian governments
appreciate the revenue advertising generates (after all, without it, few could
offer programming that the public would be willing to watch), most have enacted
regulations to "insure that the media does not contravene the party line.

Malaysia has one of the strictest advertising codes in the region and a
board of censors to back it up. In this plural society of Malays, Chinese and
Indians, ads must sell products within delicate pars,eters, slandering or type-cast.-
ing no race, offending no religion, belittling no language. Subliminal advertising
is forbidden as is exa.geration or appeals ..to fear. or superstition.. Mindful of the

.- -,- .!-Afr-icin expe-i’enb’, headVertising code Imo h-:" a roviion ron-,:ii;i .........s ..
imply artificial formulas are preferred over breast feeding.

The ad code s particularl7 concerned with the r.oral values advertisements
impart, particularly on TV. Code regulations describe how r..ale, /’e,ale and

models should act, what types of clothing they can wear"- what parts of the body
can be exposed (armpits, for example, are taboo, a challenge for deodorant adver-

tisements Jeans, "a symbol of the West, are similarly prohibited, ex..e,ept in print
and radi6 adver.tlsements. Cigarette nd liquor’ad9ePtisements are confined to
print and cinema]. Many pages are devoted to the effect of ads on children and
how child-oriented ads should be. designed. Additionally, ads are required to
reflect Malaysian culture, which in the local context means Malay (as opposed
to Indian or Chinese) culture, and also reflect the multi-racial character of the
population. In keeping with the code’ s moral tone, a recently promulgated regu-
lation requests advertisers to include a "seqond message" that communicates the
principles of the Rukunegara, Malaysia’s national pledge. Bahasa Malaysia is also
stressed as the medium of ad communication though Chinese and Indian vernacular
dialects are all-owed.

Other regulations require that ads be locally-made, with locally-shot
film footage, local models, local technicians and local, or resident foreign, crea-
tive personnel. Imported foreign expertise or footage is allowed only under
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I. An a@ for a local jeans manufacturer, F.U. ’s, tacked to the

rear of a Malaysian bus. The copy reads" Ufirst in the world
of fashion."

special circumstances, More importantly from the profits standpoint, foreign
agencies, like all foreign firms operating in Malaysia, must be 30% bumiputra-
owned (Malays and other indigenous races are designated bumiputras, "sons of
the soil");., up to 40% non-bumiputra Chinese, Indian or Eurasian) ownership is
also encouraged. Agencies that comply with these requirements are given pre-
ferential media bookings.

Though advertising agencies chafe under-this batttery of regulations, they
have managed to produce some of the most sophisticated advertising in the region,
and even chalked up a few Cleos, the industry Oscar. Sn advanced is the state of
the art that FINAS (Filem Nasional), the national film development authority, has
even considered sponsoring seminars or workshops in hopes of transferring technolo-
gy and expertise to the local film industry.

Indonesian advertisiny, though perhaDs fifteen years behind Malaysia’s in-
dustry, has no dearth of regulation. Indonesian advertising regulations are si-
milarly restrictiv to insure that advertisements conform to national peligious,
cultural and political policies. In concordance with the government’s attempts to
assimilate Indonesia’s Chinese minority, Chinese-language advertising is for-
bidden, nor are Chinese ideograms allowed in any advertising context- even for
decoration. Foreign periodicals with such advertising are confiscated, banned or
censored.

In 1982, the Indonesian government banned TV advertisements, in part a res-
ponse to pressure from Islamic political groups, who complained that the ads were
disseminating immoral values and were adversely influencing the rural population.
The results were unexpected. According to Grace Atkinson, managing director of

t,eThompson Jakarta, : ban funneled money formerly spent on TV advertising into
radio and print ads, squeezing many small, local advertisers out of the media and
eventually, out of business. Jakarta ad agencies are expecting a reversal of the
ban. this ,vear, possibly. reinstating advertising on a new channel, beamed only to
Jakarta and other urban areas.
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2. Selling sex. Aristrocrat
mattresses ran this ad for a
few months last year in Malay-
sian newspapers. Adverse public
reaction’ finally foreed the
ompany to withdraw the .ad
though- it is still used in poster
form at house furnishing shows.

4., Selling status. The soon--to-
open Raintree Club of Kuala Lum-
put is being marketed by Johan
Design Associates (Malaysia’ s
top local agency and. design house)
as the most exclusive .td luxur-
ious of Malaysia’ s many exclusive
and luxurious club.

3. Selling the Exotic East.
This ad, by Thompson Kuala
Lumpur for the Tourist Devel-
opment Corporation, is for,
overseas consumption.

5. Selling the status quo. Barisan
<=’Jasional has been I’alaysia’s ruling
party since Independence in 1967.
This full-page newspaper ad was
part of a 1982 pre-election media
blitz that drowned the under-financed
voices of the opposition. Barisan
Nasional won easily.
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8. Capitalizing on gold’s long standing
cultural significance and current invest-
ment potential, many of Mal_aysia’ s banks
are selling ingo jewellrv J.n 5-50

bars. This ad tells it like it is:
"conspicuous luxury." The ingots are
selling like hotcakes.

Regulations in other Southeast
Asian nations are less stringent.
In Singapore, for example, agencies
have few restrictions on the impor-
tation of personnel, models or foot-
age. Thus, Singapore audiences are
treated to local Droductions and an
international smorgasbor4 of ads
from Australia, America and Europe
(audiences across te causeway in
Malaysia’s Johore state get the same
treat). Such imports, though un-
doubtedly cheaper than locally-produced
ads, are stocked with Caucasian models
and foreign accents, of dubious rele-
vance for the local population of
Chinese, Malays an8 Indians, except for
some residual Anglophile prestige, value.
Philippine advertising is also one of
the’relatively less-regulated South
east Asian industries.

No one advertising industry is
typical of Southeast Asia; each is a
response to the peculiarities of the
local market. Says Oavid Grayson,
creative director of Thompson, Kuala
Lumpur"

Hong Kon probably has the biggest volume of money spent per
capita, with strong retail advertising. In ialaysia, the struc-
ture of the market is broader, more comparable to the United
Kingdom or America. Unlike Hon$ Kong or Singapore, !lalaysia
is not a city-state You’re dealin with ural areas,orovin-
cial towns, a more ordimary lifestyle and thus a more conven-
tional scope of advertising than in Singapore or Hong Kong.

As for the sophistication of the Malaysian industry, Grayson, in concert
with other mebes of the lalsysian advertising establisuent, believes that
Malaysia’s history of marketing-oriented companies is largely responsible:

Halavsia has been o__e base for a ..t of manufacturin compan-
ies, like Beecham’ s, breweries, onat sort of thing. Thailand
is not that developed ,ay, and is culturally so tightly-
knit, thus it really hasn’t had much foreign intervention_

in advertisns. Indonesia is too fractured as a country for
anyone- to seo it together and the income level there is so
low, overall, the middle class is so tiny, that it is
cult to develop effective advertising. Hong on" d Singapore
are Inighly developed d technically one can achieve more in
those two )laces, out the market is not as soph.sticated; by
this I mean not as complex or broadly developed.
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Peter Frey, of Lintas Kuala Lumpur, agrees, but also feels the insistence
on local technoloy and personnel has helped the i,dustry develop faster than
its counterparts elsewhere in the region (not all of Malaysia’s advertisin
managers and creative directors would agree). Additionally, Frey believes that,
in television advertising, .Malaysia’ s continued reliance on film, rather than
video, has aided the development of local advertising:

In Hong Kon_ they have access to the latest video facilities
and thus, can produce a film for, say, I0,000 Malaysian dollars.
You couldn’t even have a pre-production meetiny in Malaysia for
that amount of money. This means they don’t have to run the
films for vry long. The advertisin tends to be not as stra-
tegic as it could be Malaysia does not have access to this
advanced video technology. Celluloid is expensive so films are
planned carefully. The concepts and technical quality are high.

Despite Malaysia’s plural population, few ads have an overtly ethnic appeal,
as only a very limited number of products are ever marketed exclusively to a single
ethnic group Says David Grayson-

One seldom does it by’ demographics, one does it by psycho
graphics. q%at you must work out is, one, does the audience
have the money to buy the product (which is .emoraphlcs) and
%,ro, what are their attitudes’[w+/-c is psycho-r_aphics). You
10ok for people with particular attitudes if you want to sell
them something, rather than race. Afterwards there may be a
racial skew. If you’re tryiny. -to sell someone a motorcar, for
example, they have to be earning a certain amount of money
to even consider such a purchase. They’re more likely to be
urban than rural, because the cities are where most of the
wealth is concentrated. Then you look for the attitude of
mind. If your car is economical and hasn’t got a lot of style,
that throws up the Chinese audience immediately because that
is their attitude. They see it as a totally functional item.
If the car has a bit more t,,]e...,. and is slioghtly racy, the sellin
can be ske,ed more towards bu.e .,.[alay.

Thompson’s 1982 Toyota cnpaign, winner of the Malaysian Advertising
Association’s Grand Prix A,ard does emphasize ethnicity, in this case martial
arts, but is skewed towards no particular Malaysian race. Different Japanese
martial art forms like jujitsu and kendo are used to emphasize various Toyota
car functions: handling, po’er, etc. Silat, a Malay martial art, was add.ed
at the insistence of the Censor Board All are definite eye-catchers in this

martial art-conscious society (kun. fu films are very popular among the Chinese

and both Malay and Indi movies have their own, similar fight scenes, comp3ete

with karate chops, roundhouse kicks and superhuman leaps). By describing funct-

ion in this .etaphorical manner the ads insure attention from a wide slice of the

,alaysian racial mix.

Another Tho[,pson campaign, though not ethnic in design, has a very obvious

roup appeal. Ads for Fraser and Neave’s Zappel soft drink are quite pointedly
+/- ahon-conscious, trend-se yo recdirected at ._:alaysia s u ung urban th. Di ted by
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o Zappel TV ad charac-

ters as reproduced +/-n

a Zappel poster with the
commercial’ s jingle lyrics
as a background.

7. -Two magazine ads 9:om last year’s award=
winning Toyota campaign: produced by Thompson
<L.



iancy Hollander, an American resident in Australia, the cinema and V ads are
composed of tightly edited images of t’pan-Asian" ids on escalators, in record
stores and various other urban scenes, set to a catchy, disco-inspired tune.
Three versions, in English, Chinese and Malay, insure proper multi-racial
coverage. Marketing for oher F&N sof drinks is directed a oher arge
audiences, other "aiudes of mind."

Those few campaigns ha caer to a particular "atiud$ of mind" via
ethniciy have proved quie effective in garnering a larger.produc marke
share. Linas’ I81 Lipton Tea cpaign, designed to capture he Malay slice
of he marke, was extraordinarily successful. Directed by Tony Perone, hen
creative director a Linas KL, Zhe TV and prin ad series employs Mahmood
June, a Malay actor well known for his evil oharaoer roles in Malay movies
and bans.a. (radiional "Malay drua). Says Perone:

A he end of he ad he hreaens viewers who do no dink Lip-
ton Tea. The ’alays, who identified wih him, houh his was
hilarious, but others misunderstood he whole hing. I ook
almos o years for he public o realize tha here was no
anything sinister in iZ. And it did amazing hings for Lipton.

ahmoo’ s threas (he opens he firsTha non-Mls should have found
of the hree-commercial series shaking his fis, screaming,"Ak musnahkan kau"
I’ll pulverize yOu) somewhat disturbing is not surprising given he segmented
nsture of he .a!aysian performing arts and media. Mahmood is a famous drama-
tic personality, but few non-Malays ever choose to see Malay films, much less
]angsawan. .... !at-" .fe i,lsvs are willing to spend evening a a Cantonese

’Indian Hindustani melodrsmas however provide

.:::t:j::::-.
:d(i:i: bhe Chinese or Indian non-iniiabe, Mahmood

:::..:..:..:,....,...,::-.:::.:. was no jus an actor plajing a role, bt.t a

45’ esn;ed ?.[a%ay, ,nreat_nmn their, lives With

:; Zvsn mffnds, no wonde
hree ,ffal_.nooa une emonala before no-

.:....-. .J:
/

-
9. ’rahmood June and Lipton

yes he was just acting’alays understood ul.ab,

Yet another Perone brainchild was the 1982
;.ey 7-.{artin cognac campaign. Perone returned to
Zuala LumDur ro.; his present
especially to design this c,.npaign, directed at
a Malaysian Chinese target audience (since
Nuslim ,.ltys are forbidden to drink liquor and
Indians, though drinkers, make uD such a small
slice of the market, most liquor adver-tisements
are made with the Chinese in mind), emDhasizing
the richness of Chinese culture. Opening with
an aupicios red-and-black shot of the Chinese

yin-yang symbol, the campaign’s cinema ad is
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I0. Artwork for Remy Martin magazine ad,

structured around a series of kung
fu moves and quick cuts to their
animal namesakes: the c-rane, the
tiger, the snake, the dragon. -The
kung fu master who performs the
routine wins, appropristely enough,
a golden yin-yamg plaque and then
retires to a restaurant-With his
chums for a few rounds of Remy Mar-
tin.. The dragon, a potent symbol
of Chinese culture, was omitted at
the insistence of the Censor Board,
who felt the ad was ""too Chinese."
The kung fu routine was also shor-
tened. In the original campaign
concept, a series of print ads
were to carry on the animal theme;
each displayed a Re.my bottle and

glass on a table carved, inlaid or painted with the requisites- animal. Budget
constraints, however, reduced the series to a single ad, a table carved with

horses, the Remy bottle, a cognac snifter and a Chinese proverb: "one lone steed
streaks ahead, a shinin star leavin the others behind by far" (a horse proverb
was chosen to reinforce Remy Martin’s Chinese name, in _Mandarin,Ren }..-.a Piau, ":[an-

Horse Brand, a reference to the product symbol, a centau Previous Remy cs,paigns
have also associated cognac with horses.Other brands have their own visual markers).
hether this campaign will increase th Remy _:Taron share of the co;nac market is
unknown, as the c.qpaign was only recently initiated. Initial indicators, however,
have been favorable.

Culture always tends to play a disproportionate role in Chinese-oriented
visual communication (see BEB-1 and BEB-13). At least the Chinese insist it

does. Even with Westernized Chinese clients,design, color ands.orientation
must often correspond with traditional Chinese beliefs and customs... Such
concerns, however, are not always consistent, and one sometimes wonders jSt
how important these subliminal communication markers are. Henry Steiner,. an
internationally renowned American graphic designer, based in Hons Kong, explains:

Once, my_ package design for bread was criticized by the
client who said that the black and white checked table-
cloth pattern which formed a background would be seen by
Hong Kong consumers as being unlucky. This was on a Sa-
turday morning .and he was wearing a black and whit hounds-
tooth checked sportscoat. When I pointed out that the
suggested pattern strongly resembled that of. his jacket,
he said, ’Oh, but l’m onl wearing this because I’m going.
to the races.’

How oftenis one told that ’We Chinese believe blue means
death’ by gentlemen wearing Cerulean or c6balt nckties.
Still,. I would probably never use white ideographs on a
blue ground in deference to Chinese sensitivity, unless
a shock message dictated that-combination. I have often
found that going along with Chinese stylisms and local
colour has given my work a refreshing cross-fertilization;
the introduction of some baroque exotica into a restr.ained
layout has resulted in some of my more successful designs
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Design also plays an important role in Thailand, a society where rank
and position are reflected in page layouts. Dean Barrett, publisher of
Thai International Airways Sawasdee in-flight magazine has had t6 acoomodate_
local Thai sSnsitivities on numerous occasions. [.len Barrett wanted to use a
cover photos of the Buddha, for example, the masthead was run at the bottom of
the cover, rather than at the top,-in deference to this auspicious image
(in Thai culture, the head is sacred and the feet profane; thus placing the
masthead, or any image,over the Buddha would be a form of sacrilege). Palace
permission was required to run the misthead over another cover-photo, this
of the king and queen. One international newsmagazine, recalls Barrett, was
apparently unaware of these priorities and ran an article on Thailand with
photos in exactly the wrong order: the Prime Minister’s photo at the top, the
king next and a Buddhist monk at the bottom. Though the magazine was designed
in New York, the Thais ere outraged. Barrett’s firm, Hong I(ong Publishing, is,
as the nue suggests, based in Hong Kong; Sasde is an English language maga-
zine for international consumption. Designers working in Thailand for an exclu-
sively Thai adience must_ be even more sensitive to local cultural priorities.

In ’lalaysia, probably the most successful ethnic advertising appeal to
appear to date is Enterprise Communication’s 182 Amanah Sahsa Nasional TV and
print advertising campaign. A semi-government shareholder’s trust exclusively
for bumiputras, Amanah Sahara Nasional is selling shares for one dollar each until
1990, when the government’s New Economic Policy expires and the shares will be
subjected to the vicissitudes of the open market. As Amanah Saham Nasional
itself only invests in proven, blue-hiD firms, ASN shares are, as the non-
alays. grumble, a virtual giveaway. As with other aspects of the New Economic
Policy, the object is to eventually gain (or as the ads say, "regain") a 0%
bumiputra stake in the Malaysian economy.

The ASN campaign is the handiwork .of Nyak Azahar Ali, an Enterprise copy-
;riter temporarily elevated to creative director for the occasion. In this type of

tcepaign, ith u ethnically-select audience, it was though essential by the

agency to use a .[alay creative director, Such an individual would not have to
learn the nuances of [{alay culture; they would be a part of him.

"Langkah Bi..jak I:enuju asa Depan," A Wise Step Towards the Future, was Aza-
har.s c.-hoice for the ASN tagline; it became the governing" concept of the campaign.
Ads were divided into tactical and thematic categories. Tactical ads spelled out
the benefits of ASN" ho, to invest, dividends, cost, risks, etc. Thematic ads were
more psychological, appealng to the emotions. Explains Azahar"

If we look only at the economic benefits of Amanah Saham Na-
sional, it .ill not sell, especially to the Malays. They are
a conservative people, and suspicious of innovation. But they
are easily moved by emotion. They are a very artistic and
sensitive people. We had to use culture to reach them.

Thus ASN thematic ads employed Eoranic quotes and .alay pepatah, proverbs,
as headlines, a first in .alaysian advertising. Radio ads were based on tradition-
al nashid and changong tunes. TV ads depicted common villaeo scenes" a rubber
tapper selling his wares and Chatting .ith his companions women preparing a
bride for a wedding; a young man spending his first paycheck. The TV ads were
tightly cut, slickly produced and very believable, a far cruz from the stilted
melodrsaas that characterize so much Malay film ud TV work. Still, the commercials
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SekimAmanah Sahara layak mehbur sehingga

Ntsiomd ialah suatuskim pe|abuta.n $50,000 Denlan keteguhan dan

yang membhka peluang untuk a&lnya syarikatsyarikat yang
mengunmngkan didalam Sekim

Bumipute.ra meert,ai be.rk[e Amamda Sahara Nasionalkegiatan:ekonomi
Pelabumn Pokok sebanyak $10/=- meniamin setiap tin.it pelaburan

Eumiputem berumur 18 tahun ke anda’akan menguntungkan

DMden d’m
pelabur dalam

kct,n,nan daft
N Wang

mhun dividen

telah dijadikan
lalmiauieh syarikat-srikat kakemngan s3rikat Oleh kira

n kukuh }i bila safikat tick leh lanja ikut suka had aja,

d’’ N’ ’k kita simm n melar.
mentatunm’, "k gd"
lab kcunamm kehbur-

ii. An ASN tactical ad. The 12. A thematic ad. The
headline reads: "an Investment headline reads" "God will
Scheme that will bring assured not change the luck of a
profits." people if they are not

13. A thematic ad. The
headline reads: "Father
What i s a Dividend and
and a Bonus?" a contin-

willins-to work to change uation of the father-son
themselves." This phrase theme from the popular
is in fact sentence ll, "Hussein’s Story" ASN
surah Ar Ra’d from the TV ad.
I(oran.

resemble nothing_ so much as highly-poished miniature versions of the popular

"Drama Ming_g_u Ini" (Drama This Week) series, a milieu familiar to most Malay
viewers.

The wedding ad even utilizes lata..h.., an unconscious reaction to frisht or
shock, common in Malaysia, that can range from an uncontrollable string of curses
or nonsense phrases like "OhmakmisaTang" (roughly translatable as "oh my beloved
mother) to dramatic .acting.* Often, the _latah-prone will pick up a word or phrase

or conversation and repeat it. Thus, in the ad, as the omen converse about in-

veStin in Amanah Sahara, a tray is knocked over and the resulting noise shocks

a woman into a latah tlat starts where the conversation left off: "T.a.mb.ahtamBah.-
*Oig"nall ’i’de’ntified. by anthropologists as "arctic hysteria" but subsequently
found to be extant in many cultures, latah (the Malay term for the affliction) has
been described by dramaturgist and critic Krishan Jit as:

...an ineffable state of being...usually benig-n and temporary...
triggered by a sudden and/or unexpected loss of equilibrium...an
abrupt esture or action can set off a latah-prone individual or
group. Once in flow and if sustained by a goading asent or asents,
can release embarassing_ out-of-the ordinary behavior; an individual
in latah might become obscene in languag_e or action or both and some
even beg_in to perform dramatic roles.



tambahtambahtambah" (grow, grow, grow, grow, grow). Touches like these have
endeared the ASN ads to -the Malaysian public, so much so that a Malaysian Chinese
man from Kelantan state wrote in saying -that, altough he knew the commercials
weren’t meant for him, the ASN ads were his favorite TV program.

The tangible results of the ASN campaign have been equally endearing" the
target goal of one million shares was long ago surpassed. By ’the end of 1982, 1.0S
million shares shares had already been sold. 80% of the shareholders were
rural Malays. As frosting, the Amanah Sahara campaign won an unprecedented three
gold medals from the Malaysian Advertising Association. A watershed in Malay-
sian advertising, the ASN campaign contravenes the conventional wisdom that ads
directed at rural folk must be simple, direct and uncomplicated. The ASN ads are
direct, but they are also sophisticated and culturally realistic, Western marketing
techniques successfully married with cultural nuance,, the product of local
expertise.

The ASN TV s@ries, the Remy .Martin cinema commercial and the Lipton TV tes-
timonials are the centerpieces of their respective campaigns, supported by print
and/or radio advertising. Employing the most persuasive of me@ia tools, TV (or
in the case of Remy Martin, the less ubiquitous cinema scre@n)’, the ads rely
on one of the most persuasive of artistic forms, drama, to make their point.
Infused with cultural cues, the ads eoh communicate a powerful message.

Drama is hardly new to commercials Western ad agencies have been making drama-
tic commercials, with drsmatic sccess, for years. But the commercials discussed here
are different eaoh linking local culture with drama to create a multi-leveled, eth-
nicallyspeci.fic communication that leaps beyond run-of-the-mill Western transplants.
Though the markets here are narrowly definec] (Malay or Chinese) the techniques could
be used to sell diapers, dishes or that better cup of coffee. Azahar All is even now
turning his cultural talents to selling soap.

Each of these a@s tells a story. In the Remy Lartin ad it is a narrative of
athletic prowess and Chinese cultural knowledge linked to the appreciation of a
product, cognac. The ASN commercials are dramas of conversion, enlightenment the
initiation of orc:lnary Malay folk into ohe gnostic wor!o, of the New Idea. Even-the
Lipton testimonials are revelatorz stories of sorts, for here, a personification of
".,:alay cult_re, t.[ahi.ood. June, discloses his deDendence_, on a _producer, Lipton Tea, to
make it through the day. Such plo%lines provide the surface messages; impact
and persuasive power are insured by the plethora of cultural details that pervade
each-bale colors, gestures, music, lin,o_uistic nuances, settin.ss, clothing, even
facial exmressions, all reinforce the sunerficia! co.._.,uncaomon of each ad. Writes
:at o.n ,ss_]in in his article, Aristotle a_nd... the Advertisers"

Of all ,h.. art forms only drama can communicate such an im-
nense amount of in-orma-on on so many levels simultaneously

.,..na- all this has to bewithin the spsn of a few seconds.
taken in insoantaneouly, moreover, ensures hs mos of the
impact will be sublimina]-tremenc]o,sly sogestive_ while hard-
ly ever rising-to-the level of full consciousness. It is
this which explains the )reat effectiveness of the TV commer-
cial an-]. the inevi"-oa)]’ !ity o_-t its inoreasin e}rp]_oy,ent of
damatio -techniques. Drachma does not sire_ply translate the abstraot
i(](a into concrete-tetras T-t ].iteral]v incarnates %he abstract:

]message by .r.ngmnS] i t to life in a hu]an personality and a

humsn smtuation Thus i% ac-tmvaos nowerful subconscious drives



and the deep animal magnetisms which dominate the lives
of men and women who are al.Tays interested in and attracted

their charm, their rays-by other human beings, he_r looks,
tery.

Imagistic ads like Thompson’s Zappe! commercial take subliminal impact to
the limit, reducing story to a barely discernable skeleton and packing each

second with rapid-fire visuals set to musicHere, intangibles like mood, feeling,
fashion, emotion, these are the messsge.

ile these examples are Malaysian, they were not developed in isolation.
Though alaysia is the cutting edge of Southeast Asan advertising the rest of
the reion is catching up fast; development and concomitt urbanization, con-
sumerism and sophistication are making sure of that. The vanguard of advertising
aencies established throudo-. Southeast Asia to catalvze anc!. profit from t1ese
chan:,es must themsiv. chane to remain relevant. Pat. solutions, successfu! in
the colonial %d post-colonial eras often no lon;er work, nor do c.paigns
transplanted from the industrialized lest necessarily provide the appropriate
eg:swers. PeoD!e may be the ssne everwhere, but today’s developing Southeast
Asia is not today’s (or yesterday’s) America, urope or Jap. Perhaps tomor-
row’s pat solutions will come not from the established agencies of New York,
London and Tokyo, but from i(us!e Lumpur, Idanila and Bangkok. It’ may be the
Uest’s -cur_ to vist, learn d take the new ideas home

Sincere ly,

Bryu srnard
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.4ahmood June I 14.
Television Malay

Commercial opens with closeup shot
of Mahmood’ s face in semi darkness.

"I IiAs he leans forward and yeis,
pulverize you" lightning flashes.
He breaks Off, smiles and chuckl@s.

" he says and"I ’m just rehearsing,
puts on his reading "glasses. Camera
pulls back and we see that Mahmood
is in his on living room, script
in hand. It is raining outside. A
stand lamp is beside his chair and
in the foregroun4 a side-table with
a teap_o, a cup and saucer and a
packet of Lipton tea. Mahmood pours
himself some tea, saying " But
without tea., I can’t go on. I have
been drinking tea for years, but only
Lipton, mind you." Mahmood drinks
from his cup, and lightning flashes
again. Thunder rolls. " Ah," he
says," feels good. Now that’s the
special quality of Lipton. Do you
know Lipton is famous throughout
the world? But betfeen you and
me, I couldn’t care less. I drink
Lipton because it tastes really good.
If you want a really good tea, you
do as I say." lig.htnin. flashes
and thunder rolls over Mahmood’s
evil laugh. Cut to teapot and tagline

Mahmood June II 15.
Television; Malay

Commercial opens with a closeup of
clashing Malay keris knives. Camera
then pulls back to establish Mahmood
Jtune and another actor in traditional
Malay costumes enaged in a keris
fight. Silat (Malay martial art)
manoeuvers are used as the two men
circle one another. Camera moves
in on .4ahmeod as he takes a step
forward with his keris ready and

/
menacing, his face mean and formida.-
ble. He :cries, "I’ ll pulverize you! "
Cmera cuts to frightened females,
cowering against the wall. Scene
returns to the fight. Mahmood about
to attack, pulls his keris from its
sheath, but the handle comes off in
his hands, as sound effects reach

II
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.iahmood June II (continued)
a crescendo. Camera cuts to a
director and film crew. Director
calls, "Cut! Let’s have a drink
A tea-girl brings teapot, cups
and a packet of Lipton tea. Tea
is poured and camera cuts to Mahmood,
sipping his tea in obvious enjoyment.
He says, "Ahhh, that feels good. It’s
"Lipton you know. I.-,insisted on it.
Camera cuts "ho the direct6r, who says,
"And so should you. Lipton really
tastes great." The camera switches

"That whyback to Mahmood, who says, s
Lipton is famous all over the world.
It’ costs a little more, but for me,
without Lipton I oan’t go on". Director

"Okaycomes back into frame and says,
Mahmood, back to the set.l Camera cuts
to a shot of the Lipton tea packet,
teapot and cups on tray, with actors
reenacting the fight scene in the
backgound. Camera zooms in for closeup.
of-the tea i%ems the tagline, super-
imposed over the scene, appears: Lipton
Teh yang betulqbetul sedap (A really
good tea).

Remy Martin 16.
Cinema Mandarin-

The ad opens ith .a shot of a yin-yang
symbol, in red&black. The camera zooms
in and the narr.ative_, in-I;!andarin, be-
gins. Superimposed Engl.sh sub-
titles follow. The narrator explains
that, "yin-yang-balance and harmony-
are the essence of order." Scene
changes to a sunrise over water.
"Man understands that. So he learns
strength form the tiger," The scene
cuts to a kung fu master, then to a
tiger, then to the master, back to the
tiger and again to the master. "..’chi
from the snake," The scene cuts to a
snake crawling up a branch and then
cuts to the master making an anal-
Ogous movement."...and grace from the
crane." Again, the scene cuts to ah
animal shot, this time of a crane
profile, then back to the master,
a return to the crane and finally
back to the master, who we now see is
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Remy Martin (continued)

on a stage. He bows to the applause
of the atdience.," The camera zoom in
on t!e awards table, with a 5olden
.in-vs- claque As the cmera pulls
5ck; a judge walks up to %he stage
and hands the kung fu master the
prize. The crowd applauds vigorously.
The scene then changes to the mas
ter’s dressing room, where his chums
congratulate him on his successful
effort. The scene then switches to
a restaurant, possibly a multi-course
Clinese dinner. Quick cuts establish
the venue, the atmosphere and the
clientele (many of the audience
members are now participating in
the dinner wth obvious enjoyment).
The kung fu master, who has offered
-to pay for drinks, orders a bottle
of Remy Martin. He and his comrades
toast as the narration explains that
"a man with taste, knowledge will
appreciate Remy i,lartin." The narra-
tion then goes on to explain the
special attributes of Remy Martin
VSOP cognac, "made exclusively
from selected grapes rown only in
the. tuo best areas of the co.nac dis-
trict of France. The camera cuts to
a close-up of a glass of cognac with
ice cubes being swirled, as Chinese
drums roll in the background. The
closing shot is a still life of a
Remy Martin bottle, two glasses and
the superimposed phrase (in Chinese
ideograms): "Rem Mattin, the right
choice."
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Amanah Sahara Nasionai Hussein’ s Story
Television Malay 17.
The commercial opens with a middle-
distance_ shot of a m0torcyle coming
i-1.to a village and then s$opping at
a latex shop. The scene changest0
the shop. interior where a .load of
late,, the produce of HUssein, a
Malay rubber small-holder, is be,
ling weighed.One of Hussein’s
neighbors appears as Hussein is paid
by the shopkeeper for his produce.

’Sin?""You made quite a bit there,
" saysinquires the neighbor. "Yes,

Hussein. They o outside the shop
to a table and sit down."Is that

’Sin?" asks the neighbor.your sqn,
"Yes,. " says Hussein, obviously not
one o engage in unnecessary’ conver-
sation." If you take cOOd care of

" advises the neighbor, shim, "there
a chance for him to attend universi-
ty; his future is bright." At that
moment we see an Amanah Sahara Nasion-
al van pil up. ".{ere are you going?’’
asks Hussein "To add to my invest-
ment,, says the neighbor. "If we have
money.we must use it wisely. If we
invest a lot, our profit will be bi
as well."The neighbor goes off to the
ASN van. Hussein sits,-clutching his
money. The cm-era turns to :the son,
who asks,"Aren’t you investing dad?"
!-{ussen, startled b7 the .ueston.
looks down at his expectant child.
Hussein takes his son by-the shoul-
ders and says, "Yes. You .must ssudy
hard so that you can set into univer-
sity. I will invest and keep investing i:i:{:: ....:-
for our future "The two run hand in
hand to the ASN van. The scene is
reduced, boxed, and the tazline and
ASN logo appear.
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Amanah Sahara Nasional Wedding
Television Malay 18.

The commercial opens with a-close-up
shot of a Malay wedding gift tray.
On it we see a gift item onately
decorated. The chmera pulls back
to show other trays laid out on a
satin bedspread and finally a
complete bridal chamber where
friends and relatives are admiring
the gifts and the bride is being
made up by the Mak Andam (tradi-
tionally the Mak Andsa attends to
a bride-’ s make-up, wedding dress,
ornamentation and the collection
of traditional wedding_ fees). As
the camera pu.lls back the Mak Andam
can be heard saying," ’,en I was
a bride, ray gifts were not this
pretty." Another woman adds, "Kids
’now are fortunate. Good times..."
The camera cuts to another woman,
who says, "%,Ihen times are good we
must take care,. To become a wife is
a big responsibility." The camera
shifts to the bride, being made up
by the Mak Andam. "Listen to that,"
says the _,a.k Andam to the bride. The
camera shifts to another woman who
admires the "bunga hsntaran," a tra-
ditional dowry in the ferm of paper
money folded, origsai-style, into
flowers."[at are you going to do
with this money?"she asks. "I’m
going to inNest," says the bride.
The women discuss the merits of in-
vestment as the Mak Andam applies the
bride’ s make-up. As they discuss,
one of the cr6wd picks up a gift
handbag. Somehow it slips and falls,
startling everyone, and sending the
Mak Andsa into latah. The women con-
tinue their discussion, smiling at
the Ivlak Andam’s antics, until another
sentence sets her into latah again.
All laugh and smile and the bride
reaches into her jewellry box. The
camera zooms in to see underneath
the ornaments, s ASN investment
book. The frames freezes, the pic-
ture is reduced, boxed, and the tag-
line and ASN logo appear.
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Amanah Sahara Nasional; Youth
Television; Malay 19.

As the commercial opens, Yusuf, a
clerk, is receiving his first salary
from an accounts clerk . The -camera
cuts to money changing hands and
then pulls back to clerk giving ad-
vice to Yusuf on how to spend his
money. Yusuf appears receptive to
the admonishment to be careful with
that first salary. The scene shifts
to Yusuf alking along a row of
shop-houses looking for things to
buy. He looks at shirts, tries on
shoes and eventually ends up in a
clothing store, where he is fitted
for a new pair of pants. The scene
shifts to Yusuf’s home, where he
stands in front of his mirror, try-
ing out his new outfit. Yusuf sits
do’n at his rickety writing table and
switches on his radio. An ASN announce
ment comes over the airwaves: "Btmipu-
tr.s 18 years and over are qualified
to invest. With $10 you can get one
hundred unit shares. The more you
invest, the bigger your return."
Throughout the announcement the scenes
cut to construction workers, an agri-
cultural assistant, a.gas station
attendant and electronic facory
orkers, all young, with their first
salaries. The scene dissolves to Yusuf,
heading for the ASN queue. Me meets
a friend, explains the benefits of
ASN and they both line up. to invest
their $10. The scene of the ASN queue
is reduced, boxed and underscored by
the tag and logo.

man Sab.arn ’sion.al
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20. "6A’s" 1982 Advertising Awards brochure page, Kuala Lumpur.
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